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Introduction
Singapore usually prefers to advertise the ways in which it leads, rather than 
follows the world. Political leaders of this tiny Southeast Asian city-state are 
usually quick to highlight the country’s rapid economic growth, enviable 
living standards, social stability, huge foreign reserves and extensive external 
trade. Much is made of Singapore’s accomplishments in globally competitive 
industries such as biotechnology, information and communication technology, 
education, aviation, and financial services. The extent of these triumphalist 
nationalist narratives can be seen in the words of Singapore’s former Permanent 
Representative to the United Nations who stated in 2008 that ‘Singapore 
is quite simply the most successful society in the history of humanity’ 
(Mahbubani cited in Kampfner 2008). More succinctly, the official narrative of 
post-independence Singapore’s social, economic and national development was 
encapsulated in the title of political patriarch Lee Kuan Yew’s (2000) memoirs: 
‘From Third World to First: The Singapore Story 1965–2000’.
At first glance, then, it appears contradictory for Lee (independent 
Singapore’s first and longest-serving prime minster, and the preeminent figure 
in the People’s Action Party (PAP) government that has ruled Singapore since 
its independence), to state that the country’s government – when it comes to 
certain issues – is content for Singapore to lag ‘a few respectable steps’ behind 
developments elsewhere in the world. The specific issue to which Lee refers is 
1 The interview from which this quote is drawn was reported by Reuters (2007) and 
Trevvy (Trevvy.com 2007), among others. A transcript of the relevant part of the 
interview is provided by Au (2007a).
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the provision and protection of rights for homosexual citizens and residents 
of the city-state. Authorities in Singapore currently implement a raft of laws 
and regulations that serve to criminalise homosexual intercourse, censor 
queer cultural expression and foreclose opportunities for political reform 
(Youngblood 2007). Given Lee’s words, the country’s government appears to 
regard socio-legal reform to benefit Singaporean homosexuals as an outcome to 
be deferred, preferably into the indefinite future.
This chapter commences by examining the colonial origins and present-
day scope of those legal and social structures that seek to marginalise queer 
Singaporean life, including the recently reaffirmed criminalisation of male 
homosexual sex within the Singapore Penal Code. I move on to contextualise 
the government’s resistance to leading change in this area and to identify the 
sources of current pressures for reform. The government’s hesitancy over the 
likelihood and timing of any potential liberalisation is revealed as all the more 
incongruous given the existence of a large, confident and visible gay and lesbian 
community within contemporary Singapore (Tan and Lee 2007; Ng and 
Wee 2006; Lo and Huang 2004; Lim 2004). I demonstrate how Singapore’s 
enthusiastic embrace of global economic integration and its attempts to 
reshape itself as an ideal destination and competitive hub for transnational 
flows of commerce, finance, tourism, expatriate labour and knowledge-based 
creative industries has served to colour contemporary discourses of homosexual 
law reform and queer social visibility and acceptance. I also point to how state 
managers have regarded many of the outcomes of such globalising processes as 
conflicting with approved narratives of postcolonial Singaporean nationalism 
and state sovereignty. 
My argument is that Singaporean queers – and those working for socio-
legal change for their benefit – must be aware of how debates on these topics 
are coded not just nationally, but with reference to broader transnational 
processes and meanings. I examine how this process informs the government’s 
seemingly contradictory approach of permitting certain aspects of queer social, 
cultural and sexual life to be expressed within Singapore while at the same time 
continuing to deny concrete steps towards socio-legal reform or queer political 
organisation (Au 2007b). I conclude by offering some predictions about the 
likelihood and extent of future legal and political reform.
Regulating homosexuality in Singapore: colonial legacies, modern 
forms
In 1997, Laurence Leong described Singapore as the ‘last frontier in the Asian 
region for positive gay and lesbian developments’ (p. 142) citing colonially-
derived anti-sodomy laws, coercive governmental policies, police targeting, a 
lack of rights protections and biased media reporting as ingredients ensuring 
the ongoing relegation of homosexual Singaporeans to the fringes of national 
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life. A decade after Leong’s words were published and following extensive 
debates in the country’s Parliament, the Singapore government chose to retain 
a colonial-era legal prohibition on ‘gross indecency ‘ between men as a symbolic 
statement of Singapore society’s ‘social norms and attitudes’ (Lee 2007). 
To understand this act of legal non-reform, we must first examine the 
colonial origins of Singapore’s legislative proscriptions of homosexuality 
and examine the ways in which these laws are understood – by government 
and society alike – within post-independence Singapore. British colonial 
administrators’ concern with controlling homosexuality was founded on 
widespread perceptions that homosexuality was prevalent in the tropical 
territories and societies they had conquered, and that it posed a risk to the 
social and moral order of both the colonised society and the male-dominated 
community of European soldiers and bureaucrats that administered it (Aldrich 
2003). Thomas Babington Macaulay’s Indian Penal Code, drafted in 1837, 
represented an early attempt to describe an appropriate framework of criminal 
and moral regulation within and for a British imperial possession (Wintemute 
2011). Macaulay’s Code included the now infamous section 377 outlawing 
‘carnal intercourse against the order of nature’. This provision served to outlaw 
penetrative homosexual sex between men and to criminalise many other 
categories of sexual expression. This legal codification of the Anglo-Protestant 
morality of the time ( L.J.K.S. Chua 2003, p. 214) was justified on the grounds 
of its contribution to the maintenance of good social order and a paternalistic 
concern for preventing ‘injury … to the morals of the community’ (Macaulay 
1837, pp. 3990–1).
Section 377 became law in Singapore in 1871 when the Legislative Council 
of the Straits Settlements enacted a version of Macaulay’s Code (Sanders 2009). 
Since the earliest days of the British colonialism in Southeast Asia, the British 
had evinced concerns about what they perceived as a widespread acceptance of 
male homosexuality and effeminacy within the Straits. These misinterpretations 
(many of which overlooked the existing disapprobation of homosexuality 
within Malay Muslim and Chinese societies) formed a long-running subtext for 
relations between the British colonisers and local residents (Obendorf 2006b, 
pp. 180–3). Phillip Holden (2000) has written of how colonial governance 
in Singapore and the Straits Settlements sought to impose and maintain 
appropriate forms of sexual behaviour and social and personal morality. He 
explains how the British colonial project in the Straits was concerned with 
managing perceived ‘disruptive’ social forces (including homosexuality) within 
colonised populations and with constructing self-regulating forms of colonial 
subjectivity (Holden 2000, p. 68). 
In 1885, the Criminal Law Amendment Act extended the British state’s 
ability to regulate male homosexual sex by introducing the crime of gross 
indecency between men to British law (Smith 1976). This provision would 
make its way into Singapore law in 1938, when the colonial legislature voted 
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to insert the British amendment as section 377A of the Singapore Penal Code 
( L.J.K.S. Chua 2003, pp. 216–17). Despite concerns over the wide-ranging 
and vaguely defined sexual acts the section sought to punish (and the fact that 
it had been used by criminals in Britain to extort payments from individuals), 
the colonial authorities in Singapore, convinced of a need to define and enforce 
moral norms, pressed on with what they saw as a desirable strengthening of the 
law (Human Rights Watch 2008, p. 20; Porter and Weeks 1991, p. 1).
Both of these legal provisions survived Singapore’s complicated journey to 
postcolonial independence and statehood. This process involved the British 
loss of Singapore and its Japanese occupation during the Second World War 
(1942–5); the resumption of British rule (1945–55); the grant of partial 
(1955–9) and then full (1959–63) internal self-governance by the British 
authorities; Singapore’s brief membership of the Federation of Malaysia (1963–
5) and finally its traumatic expulsion from the Federation and emergence as 
the sovereign Republic of Singapore on 9 August 1965. Singapore’s leadership 
did not see the independence that had been thrust upon the nation as a cause 
for celebration (Lau 2000). Post-independence leaders found themselves faced 
with the responsibility of ensuring the future viability of Singapore as a city-
state occupying a tiny insular territory and without a national hinterland 
(Low 2002). Concerns grew over how to defend the sovereignty of a small, 
resource–poor and predominantly Chinese island nation surrounded by larger 
and more powerful Muslim states (Leifer 2000; Singh 1988). Such anxieties 
were given additional impetus by British Prime Minister Harold Wilson’s 1968 
announcement that the large British military base in Singapore was to close as 
part of the British policy of military withdrawal east of Suez – an economic 
and strategic blow to the fledgling nation’s security (Pham 2010). Since this 
time, overcoming the nation’s perceived existential vulnerabilities has been seen 
as the overriding challenge for independent Singapore, pursued through the 
nation’s international relations and in its domestic policies.
It is in the light of this historical experience that we should begin to evaluate 
Singapore’s post-independence history of regulating homosexuality. Perhaps 
even more than has been the case in other Commonwealth states, Singaporean 
policy makers have prioritised the maintenance of domestic political and 
social stability as a necessary precondition for safeguarding Singapore’s 
independence and ensuring national economic growth. Scholars have pointed 
to the emergence of a ‘Singapore Model’ of social and political regulation in 
which national economic success and increased levels of individual wealth are 
presented to the citizenry – and explained in transnational forums – as being 
the result of efficient authoritarian modes of governance, high levels of official 
intervention into everyday life, and the careful delineation and protection of 
forms of communitarian social order. Under such scenarios potential social or 
political liberalisation, assertive individualist rights claims and abrupt changes 
in social and political mores are presented as threatening to the very security 
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and survival of the nation, as well as to the population’s continued enjoyment 
of the fruits of economic growth (Trocki 2006; Zolo 2001; Chua 1995). 
This environment shapes Singaporean understandings of human rights. 
Singapore has ratified few of the major international human rights instruments, 
and has so far ruled out accession to the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights. The government’s privileging of concerns over security, 
economic efficiency and social stability underpins restrictions on freedom of 
speech and freedom of the press and informs widespread censorship of content 
deemed by the authorities to be politically, racially or sexually sensitive (Rodan 
2009). The criminal law, including provisions for mandatory capital and 
corporal punishment for certain offences, has been described by the country’s 
Chief Justice as reflecting an ‘efficiency model’ of crime control that ‘reflects 
conservative values and gives priority to the repression of crime as order is 
necessary’ (Chan 2009, p. 33). Concerns over terrorism and state security are 
used to justify the ongoing existence of the indefinite ‘detention without trial’ 
provisions of the country’s Internal Security Act. Defamation lawsuits brought 
by government figures have been argued to represent a strategy for deliberately 
silencing political opponents through punitive damages settlements and the 
barring of bankrupts from elected office (Lydgate 2003). Elsewhere, scholars 
have argued that the government’s attempts to impose order and compel 
obedience have led to self-censorship on the part of citizens and the local press, 
and a diminished likelihood of civil society organising in the cause of social 
change (Gomez 2000; Khong 1995).
Such communitarian understandings of rights, prioritising economic and 
social rights (most obviously the right to development) over civil and political 
rights, permeate government policies and work to shape public opinion 
regarding rights protections and provision (Thio 2009). They also help explain 
the decision of the Singaporean authorities to both defend and preserve the 
colonial prohibitions on homosexual sex. Michael Kirby has reasoned that to 
retain such colonially-derived laws is due in part to the Singaporean leadership 
positively regarding the contribution they – and the inherited legal framework 
of which they are a part – make to maintaining and defining certain kinds of 
social order (S. Tan 2011a; Vijayan 2011). This vision of social order takes 
the nuclear heterosexual family as its keystone. Addressing Parliament in 2007 
to announce Singapore’s decision to retain section 377A as part of the Penal 
Code, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loon stated that: 
Singapore is basically a conservative society. The family is the basic 
building block of our society. It has been so and, by policy, we have 
reinforced this and we want to keep it so.  And by ‘family’ in Singapore, 
we mean one man one woman, marrying, having children and bringing 
up children within that framework of a stable family unit. (Lee 2007) 
Invoking the centrality of the nuclear heterosexual family to Singaporean 
society forms a key part of government attempts to define and promote those 
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forms of citizenship and sexual subjectivity that it regards as most able to 
effectively contribute to national security, stability and survival (Tremewan 
1994). Such thinking lies behind the many policies that seek to regulate the 
domestic sphere and to privilege procreative heterosexuality and the founding 
of a nuclear family unit over other forms of sexual subjectivity (Lyons 2004; 
Wong and Yeoh 2003). Queer identities – due to their largely non-procreative 
and non-normative nature – have come to be understood by post-colonial 
state managers as threatening national survival and viability (Leong 1995, 
p. 18; Alexander 1994, p. 6). The existence of such fears can be detected in 
the Singapore government’s response to the issue of population growth – 
specifically the decline in the numbers of babies born to Singaporean families. 
Deploying the language of national crisis (Ortmann 2003; Heng and Devan 
1992, pp. 343–4), any slump in the national birth rate is communicated 
to the Singaporean citizenry as menacing the very survival prospects of the 
country itself. The government has mounted a clear campaign that seeks to link 
declining birth rates to citizen-families with a future dilution of Singapore’s 
national consciousness, a diminishment in the size and quality of the national 
work force, and as reducing the number of soldiers available for recruitment 
or conscription into the military and civil defence forces (Boey 2003; Goh 
2000). Heterosexual couples are thus encouraged to assist the state in meeting 
such challenges through child rearing and to support policies privileging 
reproductive heterosexualities. 
Heng and Devan (1992) have argued that such processes of compulsorising 
heterosexuality contribute to broader attempts at safeguarding national 
identity and security. They point to how the government seeks to guarantee 
the transmission of state-sanctioned gender and sexual roles as well as cultural, 
national and moral values from citizen-mothers to children. It is possible to detect 
how this fusing together of issues of military and economic competitiveness; 
nationalist identity and cohesiveness; and reproductive heterosexuality have 
worked to negatively influence broader public debates over the social belonging 
and civil and political rights of homosexual Singaporeans. Discussions of 
homosexuality within the Singaporean media regularly feature accounts that 
position homosexuality, and greater official and legal tolerance of homosexuals, 
as potentially damaging to state security and social stability and as threatening to 
national identity, competitiveness and cohesion (Goh 2008; Leong 2005). The 
centrality that existing visions of social order (especially gender order) occupy 
in Singaporean culture also helps to explain the comparatively more progressive 
stance Singapore takes towards transsexual individuals. Sex-reassignment 
surgery is legal, post-operative transsexual people are able to change their legal 
gender on identity documents (but not birth certificates) and transsexuals are 
able to marry members of the gender opposite that of their own reassigned 
gender. Transsexuals who have transited permanently (via gender reassignment 
surgery) to their gender of choice, and thus who do not confound mainstream 
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expectations regarding appropriate gender roles and heterosexual identity, are 
given far greater legal recognition by the state than are gays, lesbians or those 
wishing to claim a visibly transgendered or genderqueered identity (Lo and Lee 
2003; Lo 2003). 
Singapore’s international relations, most obviously its international 
political and economic strategies and its diplomatic relations with western 
powers, also impact upon queer rights and social visibility. Berry (1994) was 
among the first to demonstrate how the Singapore government’s attempts 
to distinguish itself from (and position itself as superior to) western cultures 
and societies was at least in part informed by a strident assertion — to both 
domestic and international audiences — of Singapore’s different approach to 
the regulation of homosexuality. He writes of the ‘othering of homosexuality in 
the production of national identity’, highlighting how postcolonial states such 
as Singapore have discursively deployed homosexuality as a boundary marker 
of identifiable difference between the non-west and the west (1994, p. 76). 
In the years since independence, the Singapore government has emerged as 
an outspoken critic of certain aspects of transnational liberal politics – most 
obviously internationally circulating discourses of human rights (including 
queer rights) – that it sees as potentially damaging to Singapore’s social 
stability, cultural and political circumstances and economic growth potential. 
In these areas it has pursued a strong policy of differentiating Singapore 
from the institutional, cultural and social politics of the western world (Thio 
2006). Under such narratives, a communitarian, economically successful and 
cohesive postcolonial Singaporean nation is defined against a west marked by 
individualism, economic stagnation, social conflict and widespread immorality 
(Offord 1999; Berry 1994). Prime Minister Lee relied on such logic when he 
spoke on Singapore’s decision to retain section 377A:
We were right to uphold the family unit when western countries went 
for experimental lifestyles in the 1960s – the hippies, free love, all the 
rage, we tried to keep it out … But I am glad we did that, because today 
if you look at Western Europe, the marriage [sic] as an institution is 
dead. Families have broken down, the majority of children are born out 
of wedlock and live in families where the father and the mother are not 
the husband and wife living together and bringing them up. And we 
have kept the way we are. (Lee 2007) 
In an extraordinary speech during the same debates, Professor Thio Li-
ann, a professor of law at the National University of Singapore and then a 
Nominated Member of Parliament, likened homosexual anal intercourse to 
‘shoving a straw up your nose to drink’, urged Singaporeans not to ‘ape the 
sexual libertine ethos of the wild wild West’, and proclaimed that Singapore 
had ‘no need of foreign or neo-colonial moral imperialism in matters of 
fundamental morality’ (Thio 2007). In a less strident vein, then-Home Affairs 
minister Wong Kan Seng recently warned queer Singaporeans not to ‘import 
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into Singapore the culture wars between the extreme liberals and conservatives 
that are going on in the United States’(2009). 
The depictions of queer rights claims as being intrinsically western in 
nature help reinforce official and popular understandings of queer identities 
themselves as being foreign in essence. Homosexual Singaporeans have 
been marked in popular discourses as of compromised national belonging, 
threatening to the order of the polity, and jeopardising their fellow citizens’ 
continued enjoyment of the economic wealth and sovereign security provided 
by an economically successful, if illiberal, post-colonial state (C.K.K. Tan 
2011; Obendorf 2006b, p. 190). A key challenge for Singaporean queer 
activists, therefore, is in articulating and defending a sense of belonging 
within contemporary Singaporean imaginings of nationalism and citizenship. 
The government has been quick to neutralise processes that it believes to 
represent foreign interference in domestic Singaporean politics. This is a 
tendency of which local Singaporean activists are critically aware. As in many 
other locations around the Commonwealth, assertive foreign-backed rights 
campaigns or public appeals to international rights standards could well prove 
counterproductive for Singapore queers and hinder the emergence of local 
activist politics (Obendorf 1998–99).
Queer Singaporeans are not just confronted with the state’s impressive 
panoply of regulatory and policing powers, but also with the influence of 
Singaporean social opinion. As then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong averred 
in 2003, ‘it’s more than just the criminal code. It’s actually the values of the 
people’ (Goh 2003). Homosexuality is subject to religious proscriptions and 
regulation under the tenets of Islam, the faith of the Singaporean Malay-
Muslim community (Norhazlina bte Md Yusop 2005) and open expressions 
of homosexuality are discouraged within the majority Chinese culture, in 
which heteropatriarchal obligations and familial responsibilities play a central 
role. It is important not to essentialise Singapore’s ethnic community groups 
as necessarily antipathetic to gay interests, and to retain a key awareness of 
the government’s ability to lead and shape public values and opinion on 
contentious issues (Chan 2008, pp. 308–10; Wee 2007). Nonetheless, a 
2007 survey of Singaporean public opinion found that the majority (68.6 per 
cent) of Singaporeans held negative views of lesbians and gay men, and were 
uncomfortable with media portrayals of homosexuality (especially depictions 
of homosexuality within Asian societies) (Detenber et al. 2007). Importantly, 
levels of intolerance towards homosexuals and their portrayal within the media 
were found to be lower among more educated respondents and higher among 
older and more religious respondents.
The issue of religion is important. Since colonial times, Christianity has 
gained a powerful influence over Singapore’s religious and cultural landscape 
(especially among the majority Chinese population), helping to shape social 
responses to the issue of homosexuality (Chan 2008, p. 309). Terence Chong 
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has argued that the government’s need to appear secular and non-discriminatory 
has led to the emergence of a vocal, assertive, Christian movement mobilising 
around ‘hot-button’ issues such as homosexuality in the interests of defining a 
moral vision for the nation (Chan 2008).
Such politics are most clearly visible in the attempt in March 2009 by a 
group of Anglican Pentecostal Christians, led by the former Dean of Law at 
the National University of Singapore, Dr Thio Su Mien, to gain control of 
Singapore’s most prominent women’s rights advocacy group, the Association of 
Women for Action and Research (AWARE). At issue was AWARE’S syllabus 
for sexual education, which it delivered in secondary schools. Dr Thio, 
presenting herself as a ‘feminist mentor’ and concerned citizen, spearheaded a 
group that took exception to AWARE’s syllabus on the basis that it presented 
homosexuality, including lesbianism, in a non-judgemental rather than 
explicitly condemnatory fashion. A large group of Christians, concerned 
about AWARE’S supposed promotion of homosexuality, strategically joined 
the organisation just prior to its Annual General Meeting. As new members, 
they then proceeded to vote their fellows to the majority of positions on the 
executive committee. Analysts of this event have suggested that those who 
had taken over the committee publicly promoted a series of dubious claims 
about homosexuality including that it was incompatible with communitarian 
family values, that an organised homosexual agenda existed, and that positive 
or neutral mentions of homosexuality within school education would influence 
students to become homosexuals and to ‘experiment’ with homosexuality 
(Chua, Koh and Yong 2011, p. 83). Public debate over this event, both in the 
press and online, turned on issues such as the appropriateness of including 
materials on homosexuality in schools education programmes, the place of 
homosexuals within society, and the role that Christian organisations should 
play within broader Singaporean social debates. Matters culminated in a seven-
hour extraordinary general meeting in May 2009 at which supporters of the 
previous committee – including large parts of Singapore’s gay and lesbian 
community – turned out to pass an overwhelming motion of no-confidence in 
the new executive, who stepped down (T. Chong 2011).
The AWARE controversy can be read in a number of ways. The successful 
campaign which unseated AWARE’s existing committee demonstrates both 
the organisation of the conservative Christian lobby and their determination 
to ensure homosexual issues remain marginalised and negatively characterised 
within mainstream debates over Singaporean public morality. Yet from a 
different stance, the victory of those who managed to unseat the new executive 
committee and retake the NGO represents a process whereby a liberal powerbase 
within Singapore society has been rendered visible and been able to achieve 
a degree of political success (Chua 2011). The AWARE saga shed light on 
the competing demands of sexual conservatism and political liberalism within 
Singapore public affairs, with homosexuality the rallying issue for each side 
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of the debate. The significance of these events for homosexual rights is more 
equivocal. While the saga did serve to spark public debate over issues of sexual 
education and gay and lesbian citizenship, the events provoked a government 
response that included a strong assertion of the government’s belief that religion 
should remain separate from political debate and a unambiguous restatement of 
its policy of not permitting any promotion of homosexuality within Singapore 
schools. The government also halted the involvement of all external providers 
in its sexuality education programmes pending the introduction of new vetting 
procedures. The reappointed AWARE executive agreed that it would not seek 
to participate in future schools sexual education programmes (Chua, Koh and 
Yong 2011; Tan 2009c)
In Singapore today, then, a comprehensive range of legal strictures and 
forms of social regulation attempt to delimit the possibilities of homosexual 
life and queer social expression. While the state did abolish section 377 of 
the Penal Code in 2007 (partly due to the concerns that its lack of specificity 
meant that it also outlawed certain forms of heterosexual sexual intercourse) a 
widespread public and parliamentary debate culminated in the government’s 
decision to preserve section 377A, specifically due to its perceived ability to 
express government-led concerns over the inappropriateness of homosexuality 
within Singapore society (Lee 2008; Sanders 2009). Other legal provisions, 
such as laws dealing with public order, nuisance, outrage of modesty and 
obscene acts also have the potential to punish homosexual sex and limit queer 
social visibility (Leong 2008). Significantly, it has been argued that many such 
legal restrictions apply equally to male and female homosexuals (Ng 2003, p. 
17).
Many other regulations seek to render homosexuality marginal, if not 
invisible, within Singaporean society. Free-to-air television broadcasts in the 
city-state are not permitted to ‘in any way promote, justify or glamorise’ 
male homosexual, lesbian, bisexual or transgender lives or issues and must 
‘bear in mind the family as the basic unit of society in Singapore’ (Media 
Development Authority 2004, 5.1, 5.2). Similarly, cable television operators 
are warned that the promotion of male homosexuality, lesbianism, bisexuality 
and transgenderism is not permitted and where these issues are explored in 
any significant depth, a content rating limiting viewership to those 18 years 
and older should be applied (Media Development Authority 2010, 4.1, 4.2). 
Censorship of television programmes depicting gay and lesbian content is 
commonplace (People Like Us 2008). Media operators have been fined for not 
complying with official programme codes and broadcasting gay and lesbian 
content. In one recent case, a fine of $SG15,000 was levied on a TV station 
which broadcast an imported programme featuring a same-sex couple with an 
adopted infant (Media Development Authority 2008).
All films must be submitted to the Board of Film Censors for classification 
and censorship prior to being screened, with issues of morality and politics 
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issues of key concern for government censors. Where films with homosexual 
content are passed for screening (generally after cuts have been made), they 
are usually limited to viewers over the age of 21 and only permitted to be 
screened in downtown cinemas, away from the suburban heartlands. Similarly, 
the scripts of all theatrical performances must be submitted to the Media 
Development Authority for approval prior to their performance. One theatre 
company has claimed that its government funding was cut as a consequence of 
its staging plays tackling political and sexual issues (Chia 2010). While internet 
access is largely unrestricted, authorities have in the past blocked access to gay 
websites (Chua 2005). 
Many of Singapore’s myriad of micromanagerial social policies impact 
sexual minorities in ways quite at odds with their effect on heterosexual 
citizens. Heterosexist policies limit eligibility for the subsidised public housing 
flats in which approximately 85 per cent of the population resides, thereby 
denying homosexual men and women private non-commercial intimate and 
domestic space (Lyons 2004; Oswin 2010). The Singaporean education system 
renders queer issues and individuals largely invisible (Lim 2004, pp. 1773–5; 
Tan 2007) and openly homosexual servicemen are punitively regulated during 
their compulsory two-year stint in the military or civil defence forces (Lim 
2002; Obendorf 2006a, pp. 41–66). 
Significantly, the government seems to have taken a special interest in 
hindering the formation and emergence of organised gay and lesbian politics 
and queer civil society groups. It has twice blocked the formal registration as 
a society of gay and lesbian advocacy group People Like Us (in 1997 and in 
2004), thereby denying the group the official recognition required in order 
to commence fundraising activities in Singapore (Chan 2008, p. 310). As the 
Home Affairs minister expressed it in the aftermath of the AWARE saga in 
2009: ‘The way for homosexuals to have space in our society is to accept the 
informal limits which reflect the point of balance that our society can accept, 
and not to assert themselves stridently as gay groups do in the west’ (Wong 
2009).
Gay and lesbian Singapore: between the nation and the world
In light of the preceding survey of those social and governmental frameworks 
that seek to control the expression of queer culture, lifestyles and practices one 
could be forgiven for thinking that affairs for Singaporean queers are bleak 
indeed. Yet, without in any way downplaying the seriousness or extent of the 
government’s interventions (actual and potential) into the possibilities and 
practise of Singaporean homosexual life, it is important to acknowledge that 
queer Singaporean lives, cultures, politics and passions have been able to find 
spaces and opportunities for expression. 
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As Singapore has reshaped itself as a global city, a key nodal point in processes 
of contemporary globalisation, gay and lesbian issues and communities have 
assumed a more prominent position within both Singaporean everyday life and 
the national socio-political consciousness. An early catalyst for such processes, 
as in many other Commonwealth nations, was the Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus (HIV) pandemic. Leong (1995) has argued that much of the early social 
and political development of Singaporean queer communities proceeded 
under the aegis of civil society attempts to manage HIV and Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). Working within transnational and national 
HIV prevention efforts provided access to resources and funding in ways 
that circumvented governmental and societal opposition to homosexuals and 
homosexuality. However, this has not been without risks, with some scholars 
arguing that activists now need to struggle against the framing of HIV as a 
homosexual disease (Tan 2003, pp. 412, 416). Speaking in 2004, then Health 
Minister Dr Balaji Sadasivan characterised large gay and lesbian dance parties 
as ‘seeding the infection in the local community’ due to them allowing ‘gays 
from high prevalence societies to fraternise with local gay men’ (Tan 2005). 
The parties were subsequently banned, with authorities deeming them contrary 
to public interest. 
Another key facilitator of gay and lesbian community consciousness, 
information sharing, social organisation and political awareness has been 
Singapore’s enthusiastic adoption of modern information and communication 
technologies such as private computer ownership, mobile telecommunications 
and broadband internet access. Currently, over 80 per cent of Singaporean 
households have high-speed broadband internet access, with well over half of 
households possessing two or more computers. There is nearly 100 per cent 
individual internet usage among those under the age of 34 years (Infocomm 
Development Authority 2011a). Mobile phone penetration rates sit at around 
145 per cent (Infocomm Development Authority 2011b). Ng (1999) has 
argued that the widespread nature of online communications services such 
as chat rooms and websites played a key role in fostering an early sense of 
gay and lesbian community, allowing (especially younger and middle-aged) 
homosexual Singaporeans to meet, organise, share information and arrange 
romantic or erotic encounters. He also writes of how online interactions helped 
reduce much of the social isolation experienced by Singaporean homosexuals, 
revealing to them some of the scope of the Singaporean homosexual community 
and providing them with tools of access and participation. The internet has also 
emerged as a key player in efforts to contain HIV and AIDS with many online 
programmes and services targeting Singaporean sexual minorities (Yeo 2009). 
In more recent years, the ubiquity within Singapore of internet-enabled mobile 
telephones, with global positioning, social networking, blogging, video-calling 
and geotagging capabilities has provided new ways for Singaporean gays and 
lesbians to meet, communicate, and build social and political awareness. 
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Online portals such as Trevvy (Trevvy.com 2011) and Fridae (Atkins 2005; 
Fridae 2011) explicitly cater to Singaporean gays and lesbians, offering dating 
profiles, film reviews, chat rooms, current affairs reporting, and lifestyle advice. 
Both see themselves as playing a key role in promoting gay and lesbian interests 
and facilitating community development, with slogans such as ‘building our 
community’ (Trevvy) and ‘empowering gay Asia’ (Fridae). In the light of the 
legal restrictions preventing the formation, fundraising and operation of gay 
and lesbian groups and societies, computer-mediated communication and 
information dissemination – provided largely through servers and portals 
located outside of Singapore – is a key tool of gay and lesbian activism, debate 
and community organising (J. Chong 2011; George 2006). Local organisations 
such as the equality advocacy group People Like Us, the queer women’s group 
Sayoni, transgender group SgButterfly and community counselling service 
Oogachaga blend online activity and outreach with their activist projects 
beyond the internet.
Yet it would be wrong to characterise Singaporean gay and lesbian 
communities as being predominantly mediated through information and 
communications technologies, or finding their expression only within the 
medicalised discourses of public or sexual health. There is an emerging body of 
literary work – both prose and poetry – that documents the varied experiences 
of gay, lesbian and queer life in Singapore, available in bookshops across the 
island (for an overview, see Ng et al. 2010). Gay and lesbian issues have been 
explored extensively and sympathetically in the Singapore theatre, including 
on the stages of peak national arts venues (Lek and Obendorf 2004; Lim 2005; 
Peterson 2001). Gay and lesbian festivals such as the annual IndigNation 
event are an established part of Singapore’s cultural calendar (IndigNation 
2011) and a lesbian, gay bisexual and transgender community centre hosts 
both monthly events and a library of queer resources (Pelangi Pride Centre 
2011). A range of discotheques, bars and nightclubs provide gay and lesbian 
social space and boutiques, shops and professional services cater for gay and 
lesbian consumers. Seemingly flying in the face of legal prohibitions, sex-
on–premises venues, designed to facilitate male homosexual encounters, have 
also become a feature (if a discreet one) of Singapore’s urban environment. 
Even the government-linked English language broadsheet, the Straits Times 
has conceded the economic benefit of queer tourism and local patterns of 
queer consumption (‘Chasing the pink dollar’ 2003). The extent to which the 
gay and lesbian community is now a visible and open part of contemporary 
Singaporean society was demonstrated in mid 2011 when over 10,000 people 
attended the third yearly ‘Pink Dot’ event in a central business district public 
park, gathering to raise awareness of the basic human need for love, regardless 
of sexual orientation (pinkdot.sg 2011).
How, then, might we explain the apparent disjuncture between governmental 
efforts at suppressing homosexuality and the existence of a vibrant, assertive 
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and sophisticated community of gay and lesbian Singaporeans? Despite the 
existence of certain forms of social antipathy towards gays and lesbians, strong 
regimes of internal control and policing, combined with a communitarian 
social order, help to ensure that levels of violent crime – whether targeted at 
homosexuals or more broadly – are among the lowest in the Commonwealth. 
While police entrapment and prosecutions have taken place in the recent past 
(Leong 1997, pp. 128–33), in contemporary Singapore arrests under section 
377A are rare. Criminal charges are usually pursued under alternative sections 
of the Penal Code, targeting behaviour such as sexual activity or obscenity 
in public, sex with juveniles or sexual assaults (Sanders 2009). There is some 
evidence that police have used section 377A to intimidate and threaten queer 
Singaporeans, and arrests for its breach have been made. At trial, however, 
prosecutors’ strategy seems to be (perhaps with an awareness of the local 
attention and international condemnation section 377A prosecutions might 
invoke) to amend the charges so as to prosecute accused persons for alternative 
crimes (Ng 2011). 
Douglas Sanders has thus described Singapore as representing an ‘example of 
a jurisdiction with the trinity of (a) criminal prohibition, (b) social disapproval 
but (c) little actual police enforcement of the law’ (Sanders 2009, p. 43). He 
refers to the fact that while the government has made a point of retaining anti-
homosexual legal provisions such as section 377A, it has also demonstrated 
a tacit acceptance of certain homosexual behaviours, lifestyles and practices. 
The government’s unique approach – blending legal prohibition with a degree 
of practical tolerance – can be best illustrated by the 2007 debates over the 
retention of section 377A. While mounting a strong defence of the necessity 
of such laws to signal the durability of mainstream morality, the government 
simultaneously offered homosexual Singaporeans a promise that the criminal 
law would not be enforced to punish consenting private sexual acts between 
adults or to restrict existing spaces of queer expression. Speaking in Parliament 
to defend this ‘not legally neat and tidy’ approach, Prime Minister Lee stated:
De facto, gays have a lot of space in Singapore. Gay groups hold public 
discussions. They publish websites … There are films and plays on gay 
themes … There are gay bars and clubs. They exist. We know where 
they are … We do not harass gays … And we do not proactively enforce 
section 377A on them (Lee 2007).
This paradoxical situation is paradigmatic of contemporary queer Singaporean 
life. Audrey Yue has described the Singapore government’s distinctive approach 
to the regulation of homosexuality as an example of what she calls ‘illiberal 
pragmatism’ (2006; 2007, p. 24). The benefits flowing from the limited official 
tolerance on offer are real and tangible, including governmental acceptance 
of queer venues, increased acceptance of gays and lesbians in the workforce, 
and a reduction in police harassment. Yet they are not without limits. Prime 
Minister Lee, speaking on precisely this point, cited with approval the fact that 
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a gay teacher at an elite secondary school had, after a meeting with the school 
principal, chosen to withdraw a public blog entry he had made in which he 
disclosed his sexual orientation, but had not been fired from his position (the 
original blog entry is archived at: Fong 2007). Lee asserted that this showed 
‘there is space, and there are limits’ (Lee 2007). Such examples bear out Yue’s 
analysis, which posits that queer Singaporeans, in the knowledge of the state’s 
power intervene into the most intimate spaces of everyday life, are invited to 
accept a limited official tolerance of certain queer spaces, lifestyles and practices 
in return for their acceptance of the legal status quo and ongoing socio-political 
quiescence. 
Yue goes on to explore how the spaces and opportunities created under these 
approaches have, together with Singapore’s rapid economic growth and urban 
and cultural reforms, shaped the emergence and nature of local Singaporean 
queer cultures and creative practices (Yue 2007, p. 158). Following her analysis, 
we can see how many of the possibilities for gay and lesbian self-expression rely 
upon local queers’ skills in negotiating repressive socio-legal codes and their 
ability to maximise the benefits deriving from government attempts to position 
the country as a creative, knowledge-based economy, as a city-space marked by 
sophisticated patterns of cosmopolitan consumption, and as a country able to 
maximise the benefits deriving from engagement with contemporary global 
flows of knowledge, labour, culture and commerce. 
This latter point is important. Due to its small size and strategic location, 
Singapore has always seen itself both as needing to embrace an open, outward-
looking, and mercantilist approach to the world and as ideally placed to do so 
(Chua 1998, p. 982). This thinking has inspired successive leaders’ attempts 
to reshape and define the country as a world city: a leading global hub for 
transnational trade and commerce, with an urban environment designed to 
attract business, investment, tourism and knowledge workers (C.N. Tan 2009; 
Acharya 2008, pp. 126–34; Olds and Yeung 2004). 
It is this process that Yue identifies as providing the context in which 
Singaporean queer cultures emerge. In the last decade, the government has 
launched a range of programmes designed to ensure that Singapore, and the 
lifestyle opportunities it provides, are thought of positively both by Singaporeans 
and by overseas commentators, potential expatriates, migrants and tourists. 
Under such programmes, Singapore has variously sought to remake itself 
into a ‘renaissance city’, a ‘global city for the arts’ (Chang 2000; Ministry of 
Information and the Arts 2000) and even as a ‘global city of buzz’ (Goh 2010). 
In doing so, it has accepted the logic, now commonplace within the literatures 
of urban planning and economic development, that the provision of attractive 
artistic, lifestyle and leisure opportunities to a territory’s residents, migrants 
and visitors is positively correlated with that territory’s ability to attract and 
retain highly-skilled workers, and with its global economic competitiveness 
(Ku and Tsui 2009; Kong 2007). Pursuant to such thinking, Singapore has 
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invested heavily in national arts institutions, recreational infrastructure, 
and educational, lifestyle and cultural precincts. Such processes have been 
accompanied by an understanding that this infrastructural development will 
also require a relaxation of pre-existing legal and regulatory structures (da 
Cunha 2010; Wong, Chong and Millar 2006; Kwok and Low 2002). 
It is largely in the wake of such policies of urban refashioning and 
official cosmopolitanism (and usually only within the outward-looking and 
internationally-configured locales that have been created under their terms) 
that Singaporean authorities have been prepared to tolerate queer cultural 
expression and visible queer communities. Indeed the conspicuousness 
of homosexual Singaporeans in such locations can be argued to be entirely 
consistent with governmental objectives and with official discourses of illiberal 
pragmatism. A flourishing gay and lesbian consumer culture, and the existence 
of literary, theatrical or artistic projects referencing homosexual themes, work 
to reinforce official narratives of Singaporean cosmopolitanism, diversity and 
sophistication.
More significantly, the existence, visibility, and cultural contributions of 
homosexual communities within the city-space is perceived as contributing 
positively to broader national economic objectives. As Terrell Carver writes, 
Singapore has
embarked on a massive attempt to fulfil the hypothesis, articulated in 
the literature of business and management, that there is an important 
and imperative productive connection between regimes of sexual 
tolerance and the in-migration, development and retention of the 
‘creative class’ in ‘the city’. (Carver 2007)
Here Carver references the work, in urban theory and developmental 
economics, of scholars such as Richard Florida and Richard Noland. Such 
accounts have had a strong influence on Singaporean elite understandings of 
homosexuality, and arguably inform the ambiguous legal destination at which 
Singaporean leaders have arrived. Florida has famously argued that presence of 
a large homosexual community in a city serves as a proxy for that city’s overall 
level of tolerance for diversity. Those cities that are prepared to socially and 
legally tolerate diversity are more likely attract a ‘creative class’ of workers – in 
research, design, science, finance, education and the arts – thereby gaining 
a competitive advantage in global knowledge-based and creative economies 
(Florida 2002; 2005). Similarly, Noland (2004) argues that social and 
political attitudes towards homosexuality can be linked statistically to broader 
’economically relevant phenomena’ such as levels of foreign investment and 
sovereign bond ratings.
Such economic arguments provide a potentially powerful impetus for 
change. The actor and activist Ian McKellen has presented pressures from 
transnational corporations (who might have difficulty persuading homosexual 
employees to relocate to Singapore) alongside diminished tourist arrivals and 
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widespread emigration of queer Singaporeans as providing strong incentives 
for the government to change its approach (Tong 2007). There is evidence that 
such thinking has already taken hold within Singapore, even if it has yet to 
result in major legal reform. In 2003, the leading English language broadsheet, 
the Straits Times carried an opinion piece by a local political commentator, 
Chua Mui Hoong. She argued that ‘[i]f Singapore is serious about attracting 
smart, talented people, whether gay or not, many more bigger steps towards 
greater tolerance – and not just towards gays – must be made.’ She concluded 
by stating, ‘this is not about gay rights. This is about economic competitiveness’ 
(M.H. Chua 2003). More recently, Lee Kuan Yew used the third volume of 
his memoirs, Hard Truths to Keep Singapore Going, to express his view that 
‘[h]omosexuality will eventually be accepted … It’s a matter of time before 
it’s accepted here [in Singapore]’ (Han et al. 2011, p. 247). Providing greater 
insights into his thinking, Lee had earlier offered the following justifications for 
his thinking on this matter:
[I]f this is the way the world is going and Singapore is part of that 
interconnected world and I think it is, then I see no option for Singapore 
but to be part of it. They tell me and anyway it is probably half-true 
that homosexuals are creative writers, dancers, et cetera. If we want 
creative people, then we [have] got to put up with their idiosyncrasies. 
(Lee, cited in Au 2007a)
Future directions
Forces deriving from Singapore’s history, its post-colonial national 
preoccupations and from its deep engagement with flows of economic and social 
globalisation have acted to configure a unique approach to the regulation of 
homosexuality in the city-state. Yet it is equally apparent that like globalisation 
itself, this is a process marked by continual change and development. Two 
key questions emerge from the current situation regarding queer rights in 
Singapore: whether or not positive reform is indeed inevitable and, if so, from 
what sources and politics it will emerge.
Homosexuality is not presently an issue of which the Singapore parliament 
is seized. The poor showing (by historical and Singapore standards) of the PAP 
at the 2011 Singapore general election (in which the ruling party suffered a 
swing against it of over six per cent) is likely to ensure that government will 
prefer queer issues to remain off the legislative agenda for the forthcoming five-
year parliamentary term. The opposition Workers’ Party specifically declined 
to state a policy on gay and lesbian rights prior to the election (People Like 
Us 2011) and the PAP may be loath to risk losing public goodwill were it to 
be seen as initiating another round of public debate on the topic. Speaking on 
the likelihood of such an occurrence, Lee Kuan Yew has opined that he ‘would 
hesitate to push it [gay and lesbian law reform] through against the prevailing 
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sentiment, against the prevailing values of society’ (Han et al. 2011 p. 380). It 
is this logic that undergirds Lee’s pragmatic and ambivalent approach to legal 
change and informs his belief that, while such change may well be inevitable, 
Singapore should be content to lag behind developments in the rest of the 
world. This thinking has also been expressed by Lee’s son, Prime Minister Lee 
Hsien Loong who has stated that ‘[w]e will let others take the lead, we will stay 
one step behind the frontline of change; watch how things work out elsewhere 
before we make any irrevocable moves’ (Lee 2007). 
While senior members of the ruling party may regard legal change to 
benefit gay and lesbian Singaporeans as a necessary and inevitable reform, it 
seems clear that they will continue to approach any such future reforms in a 
gradual, pragmatic and cautious manner and are sanguine about deferring such 
changes into the distant, even indefinite, future. Yet phrases like ‘following 
the world’ and ‘watching how things work out elsewhere’ also indicate that 
the Singapore leadership is aware of developments elsewhere in the world 
and is aware that Singapore’s lack of progress on these issues will not be 
without economic or reputational consequence. It is by reading the attempts 
to manage these consequences, and to deflect international criticism, that 
the flexibility of Singapore’s current illiberal approach to regulating sexuality 
can be demonstrated. Chris Tan has explored how economic and pragmatic 
understandings lie behind the Singapore government’s 2003 much-vaunted 
announcement of its willingness to hire openly homosexual civil servants. 
He argues that this announcement of apparent liberalisation was designed 
primarily to signal the nation’s ‘progressiveness’ to overseas observers and was of 
little measurable benefit to Singaporean gays and lesbians (C.K.K. Tan 2009). 
Recently, similar scepticism has been expressed following claims by Singaporean 
diplomats to United Nations bodies that the Singapore constitution guaranteed 
equality regardless of sexual orientation and that employment laws included 
provisions protecting those who had been dismissed from employment on the 
basis of their sexual orientation or gender identity (Au 2011a; Office of the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights 2011; S. Tan 2011b). Describing such 
characterisations of Singapore law as ‘surreal’, gay activist Alex Au described 
them as a case of Singapore ‘preferring to say what it thinks the international 
community wants to hear rather than own up to its own failings’ (Au 2011a).
The current delicate balance that has been struck between the claims of 
queer Singaporeans and the regulatory environment constructed by an illiberal, 
pragmatic and economically rationalist government seems likely to continue 
into the foreseeable future. Further, it seems apparent that discourses of official 
pragmatism, political survival, and motivations derived from economic logics, 
are the most likely source of any future reforms. As Tan presents it, the ‘illiberal 
social environment … deters global capital and labor flows, so it will only 
threaten economic growth and the [ruling] party’s political legitimacy. If 
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nothing else, the PAP will decriminalise homosexuality out of self-preservation’ 
(C.K.K. Tan 2011, p. 202). 
Such an outcome, while to be anticipated and welcomed, is not without its 
downsides. Criticisms can, and have, been made about how such logics reduce 
gay and lesbian rights to questions of state financial benefit and predicate 
citizenship rights on economic and nationalist contribution. As Alex Au has 
powerfully argued, ‘we cannot shirk from the most fundamental reason for 
repeal of Section 377A and gay equality in general: Equality is a human right, 
and to impair equality for one group today would undermine the claim to 
equality for all other groups tomorrow’ (Au 2011b). It is such thinking that lies 
behind a current case being brought before the Singapore courts wherein the 
continued existence of section 377A is being constitutionally challenged on the 
grounds that it contravenes equality before the law. While this remains at an 
early stage, and even those hopeful of its success concede it faces ‘mighty odds’ 
(Ng 2011), it does represent a strand of Singapore queer activism that derives 
not from the assertion of queers’ economic contribution to the nation but from 
their articulation of claims to pre-existing rights and equality as citizens of the 
nation.
The Singapore state possesses a highly developed capacity to oversee and 
manage its citizenry. Today, gay and lesbian Singaporeans remain subject to 
colonially derived laws, social regulation, and official state discourses that seek 
to manage and respond to the competing demands of often-contradictory 
national concerns. These concerns posit queer lives and lifestyles as threatening 
to national cohesion, security and survival yet simultaneously of potential 
benefit to the state in its processes of transnational enmeshment. It is therefore 
heartening that queer Singaporeans continue to articulate claims to national 
belonging and have shrewdly carved out and inhabited spaces for queer 
lives, cultures and passions in their negotiation of Singapore’s regulatory and 
nationalist environments and its transnational economic and cultural relations. 
Whether justified on the grounds of fundamental human dignity, or (more likely) 
on the economically rationalist grounds of transnational competitiveness and 
financial contribution, Singaporean queers are challenging their government’s 
assumption that it can remain ‘a few respectable steps behind’ the world. Rather 
– through their activism, their visibility and their civic participation – they are 
encouraging both government and society to hasten the process of catching up.
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